
1. Дəрігер 2. Кафе 3. Дүкен иесі 4. Аурухана

5. Мұғалім 6. Мектеп

7. Медбике 8. Даяшы 9. 
Дүкен

GAME «WHAT’S THE ENGLISH 
FOR…?» 



1) Мұғалім
2) Жұмыс істеу
3) Кафе
4) Медбике
5) Аурухана
6) Дүкен
7) Жұмыс
8) Даяшы
9) Дəрігер
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Class work
 Transport

The 25-th of January 
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Grammar
We use preposition – by – with the names of transport.
E.g. Таксимен – by taxi.
Автобуспен – by bus.
Машинамен – by car.
Велосипедпен – by bike.
But when we say – жаяу (екі аяқпен) – we say – on foot.
E.g. How do you go school?
I go to school on foot;  I go to school by taxi.
How does she go to school?
She goes to school by car.



Fill in the necessary words
1. Where does the doctor work?
She works in a ___________ .
How does she go to work? 
She goes to work ____  _______ .

2. Where does the  teacher work?
She works in a _________ .
How does she go to work? 
 She goes to work ____  ______.

3. Where does the shopkeeper work?
He works in a _________ .
How does he go to work? 
He goes to work ____  _______ .

4. Where does the nurse work?
She works in a _________ .
How does she go to work? 
She goes to work ____  _______ .

5. Where does the waiter work?
He works in a _________ .
How does he go to work? 
He goes to work ____  _______ .



I don’t like cars and I don’t like buses.

I don’t have a bike. I like walking.

Who am I?

I don’t walk to work and I don’t go by 

car or by bus. I like riding my motorbike.
I don’t ride a bike to work and I don’t go 

on foot. I like driving my car.
I don’t like buses and cars.  I go to work 

by taxi.
I don’t have a bike and a car. I go to work 

by bus.

GUESSING GAME-EXERCISE «WHO AM I?»



TICK YES OR NO

YES NO

The shopkeeper works in a shop.  

The nurse works in a school.

The waiter works in a café. 

The doctor works in a shop. 

The teacher works in a hospital.



Test 
1. The doctor goes to work____car.

a) of      
b) at     
c) by
2. Медбике.

a) nurse  
b) doctor  
c) teacher
3. Where does the waiter work? 

a) He works in a cafe.   
b) He works in a hospital.    
c) He works in a shop.
4. Дүкен иесі .

a) teacher   
b) waiter     
c) shopkeeper
5. The nurse works in a  hospital .          
a) Медбике аурухананы ұнатады .     
b) Медбике ауруханада жұмыс істейді.    
c) Медбике ауруханаға барады .



1-c               
2-a              
3-a              
4-c              
5-b                   

Answers Marks

“5” 1
“4” 2
“3” 3
“2” 0

ANSWERS:
         

№ Pupils
Marks

5 4 3 2

1 Abylaikhan  Gasir

2 Besembai Zhansulu

3 Erenbek Elaman

4 Kusainov Askar

5 Kabdinasir Dariko

6 Serikbai kolkanat



Home task: ex 6,7 p 90


